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Abstract The role of phase separation and superstripes in
high temperature superconductors and related materials has
been discussed at the meeting in Erice, Italy, July 11–17,
2012. The focus was on the point where we are after 25 years
of research on the key role of complex structural, electronic,
and magnetic matter in the mechanism of high temperature
superconductivity.

The present special issue reports key talks presented at
the third superstripes 2012 meeting on “Phase Separation
and superstripes in high temperature superconductors and
related materials” Erice, Italy, July 11–17, 2012, chaired
by Antonio Bianconi and Giorgio Benedek. The first superstripes meeting has focused on “FeAs High Tc Superconducting Multilayers and Related Phenomena”. It was
held in Rome, Italy 9–13 December 2008 and the second
superstripes 2010 meeting focused on Quantum Phenomena in Complex Matter. It was held in Erice, Italy, July
19–25, 2010. The topic of the meeting was the role of phase
separation in the mechanism that allows the macroscopic
superconducting quantum condensate to resist to the decoherence attacks of temperature giving high temperature
superconductivity (HTS). The series of superstripes conferences focus on (i) the complex structure of the lattice and
(ii) the complex electronic phase of the materials where this
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unique phenomenon emerges. The issue is whether electronelectron interactions can lead to intriguing pairing ground
states and especially whether periodicity in the underlying
lattice and the possible occurrence of complex structures
can enhance the stability of the pairing ground states. In
fact, the effective interactions can be appreciably modified
in systems with discrete translational symmetry and especially two—or more—Fermi surfaces with different symmetry and eventually with electron and hole characters.
The 1957 BCS theory considers isotropic s-wave pairing
[1, 2]. The superconducting phase can be simply understood
from the viewpoint of spontaneous symmetry breaking. In
early 1970s, Leggett [3] proposed p-wave pairing to describe
the properties of 3 He. The Nambu–Jona-Lasinio mechanism
[4, 5] of spontaneous broken symmetry in subatomic physics
is the basis for both the strong interaction’s chiral symmetry
and the exchange mechanism of Higgs boson for the formation of massive elementary particles. To describe the properties of atomic nuclei Iachello proposed a combination of sand d-wave pairing [6, 7]. Moreover, complex superconductivity occurs in neutron stars [8, 9]. While the BCS theory
for standard metals considers an infinite electronic system
with high Fermi energy, for an electron gas confined in a
single slab [10] or in a superlattice of slabs [11], in a single
wire [12] or in a superlattice of wires [13] quantum size effects produce irreducible different electronic components at
the Fermi level with odd and even symmetries; this give rise
to multiple condensates where standard single band BCS approximations breakdown. In these systems where the Fermi
level is tuned to a 2.5 Lifshitz transition [14], i.e., a metalto-metal transition from a N -band metal to a (N + 1)-band
metal or vice versa, the superconducting phase cannot be reduced to an effective single-band superconductor. Thus, the
theory of multiband BCS superconductivity [15] becomes
the key theoretical scheme to describe the new physics due
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Fig. 1 Metals made of two bands with different symmetry where
the chemical potential is tuned at a metal (single band) to a metal
(two bands) transition called 2.5 Lifshitz transition. The two different
electronic components have different symmetry even and odd due to
quantum size effect, or π and σ states in boron or graphene superlattices. (a) Shows the “2.5 Lifshitz transition for the appearing of a new
Fermi surface spot” in the normal phase and in the superconducting

Fig. 2 The lattice architecture of heterostructures at atomic limit
showing high temperature superconductivity. The superlattice of quantum wells is made of stacks of active 2D atomic metallic layers
(11) CuO2 in cuprates, graphene in intercalated graphite, exagonal
boron layers in diborides, CoO2 layers in cobaltates, fluorite FeAs
layer in iron based pnictides, or FeSe layers in selenides. The active
layers are separated by spacer layers 12

to key role of configuration interactions between different
condensates driven by exchange interactions, also where one
of the condensate is bosonic-like as shown in Fig. 1 [16, 17].
In this regime, both the exchange of lattice fluctuations and
coulomb magnetic interactions become relevant as indicated
by an anomalous isotope effect with an isotope coefficient
strongly dependent on the chemical potential [18]. Crossing
the band edge, the shape resonance in the superconducting
gaps is shown to be a particular realization of Fano resonance between closed and open scattering channels [19–22].
It was known that the lattice of cuprates is a particular
heterostructure at atomic limit formed by the active superconducting CuO2 atomic layers. In 1993, it was first proposed [23, 24] that the architecture shown in Fig. 2, superlattices of superconducting atomic layers intercalated by
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phase: the formation a fermionic condensate with gap (1 ) in the large
Fermi surface and a bosonic condensate with gap (2 ) in the second
set of states below the bottom of the second band; (b) shows the case
where in the normal phase the second components is in the regime
where the Fermi energy separation from the bottom of the band is of
the order of the electron-electron interaction ω0

spacer layers, is an essential ingredient for materials design of high temperature superconductors. This prediction
has been first confirmed in 2001 by diborides, later by intercalated graphite, in 2008 by iron pnictides, and in 2010 by
selenides where the active layers are B2 , C, FeAs, and FeSe,
respectively. This lattice architecture realized by graphenelike layers is nowadays the focus for new nanoscale functional materials for electronics at atomic level.
The high temperature superconductivity emerges in the
active layers by driving the chemical potential in the proximity of a 2.5 Lifshitz transition where multiband superconductivity appears. It was first confirmed in Alx Mg1−x B2
[11, 25, 26], and recently clearly observed in cuprates near
1/8 doping [27], in electron doped iron based superconductors Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 [28] and (Fe1−x Nix )2 As2 [29] as
predicted by Innocenti et al. [30].
In the materials with the critical temperature above liquid nitrogen, the point group invariant is not the D4h symmetry. YBa2 Cu3 O7−y shows the C2v point group symmetry for oxygen sites hosting the itinerant electronic holes,
and D2h and C2v point group site symmetries for Cu(2)
(in the plane), and Cu1 (in the chains) site, respectively.
In Bi2 Sr2 CaCu2 O8+y with higher temperature, the atoms of
the superconducting CuO2 planes are on C2v and C2 sites.
Moreover, intricate incommensurate structural modulations
with bond modulations in the CuO2 and in the spacer layers
are observed. The atomic planes are instable toward (i) local lattice distortions [31, 32] detected by XANES [33–35]
and EXAFS [36], (ii) ripples [37] detected by resonant x-ray
diffraction, (iii) charge localization in oxygen versus copper site viewed using x-ray absorption edge spectroscopy
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Fig. 3 The metallic 2D active layers in the superconducting heterostructures at atomic limit show a “superstripes” scenario made of
bubbles of striped metallic matter in a different matrix (b) that is a
metastable phase between the homogeneous metallic phase (a) and the
striped crystalline matter (c) controlled both by (i) lattice via dopants

self-organization in the spacer layers (ii) the lattice misfit strain between the different layers, and (iii) the electronic phase separation in
the electron gas due to proximity to a 2.5 Lifshitz transition and/or
coulomb interactions in the Hubbard multiband scenario

[38], (iv) nonhomogenous distribution of defects with puddle formation by self-organization of oxygen interstitials in
the spacer layers [39–41] that control electronic states at the
Fermi energy [42]. Looking at the mesoscopic scale of 5–
100 nanometers a complex granular structure of network of
nano-puddles is observed (see Fig. 3) made of an arrested
phase separation of striped nanoscale puddles showing a superstripes scenario [43–49] providing support for theoretical
proposals of phase separation [50–54]; therefore, the scenario of granular networks of superconducting puddles has
been proposed where the maximum Tc occurs where percolation occurs [55], and recently theories for networks of
Josephson junctions and scale free networks have been proposed to rise the critical temperature [56–60].
The superstripes conferences follow the conferences on
Stripes and related phenomena [61] and Erice workshop
on Symmetry and heterogeneity in high temperature superconductors [62]. The name superstripes was introduced in
2000 at the international conference on “Stripes and High
Tc Superconductivity” held in Rome to describe a particular phase of matter where a broken lattice symmetry—
appearing at a transition from a phase with higher dimensionality N (3D or 2D) to a phase with lower dimensionality
N − 1 (2D or 1D)—does not compete with the superconducting or superfluid phase, but on the contrary it increases
the normal to superconducting transition temperature with
the possible emergence of high-temperature superconductivity. Therefore, in the broken symmetry of superstripes
phase, the structural modulation coexists and favors high
temperature superconductivity. The name superstripes was
chosen to indicate the key difference with the stripes scenario where the phase transition from a phase with higher
dimensionality N (like a 2D electron gas) to the phase with
broken symmetry and lower dimensionality N − 1 (like a
quasi 1D striped fluid) competes and suppresses the transition temperature to the superfluid phase and favors modulated striped magnetic ordering. Superstripes is a generic
name for a phase with spatial broken symmetry that favors
the onset of superconducting or superfluid quantum order.

This scenario emerged in the 1990s when particular doped
oxide hetero-structures at the atomic limit with a broken spatial symmetry have been found to favor superconductivity.
Usually, a broken spatial symmetry was expected to compete and suppress always the superconducting order. Superstripes are type of supersolids [63], i.e., phases displaying simultaneously different types of order. In a crystalline solid,
elementary constituents (i.e., atoms or molecules) are spatially arranged in an orderly fashion, each occupying one of
a discrete set of well-defined sites of a three-dimensional periodic lattice. For the particles moving on lattices, the spontaneous breaking of translation invariance is defined with
reference to the discrete translation symmetry with opening of gaps in particular spots of the k-space in the oneparticle spectrum. In superstripes, the presence of the superconducting order of the electronic fermion gas, referred
as off-diagonal long range order (ODLRO), coexists with
broken symmetry of the lattice below a critical temperature.
In superstripes, the lattice heterostructure promotes the formation of the multiple superconducting gaps, i.e., different
condensates with different order parameters of the off diagonal superconducting order. Therefore, superstripes are
a particular case of multiband superconductors or multigap
superconductors where exchange terms related with configuration interaction between different pairing channels show
interferences that can produce both negative interference effects like Fano antiresonances, and positive effects like Fano
resonances, called shape resonances in the superconducting
gaps. The topic of the Erice 2012 meeting was on phase
separation in high temperature superconductors; in fact, the
open problem is the role of complex superconducting networks on superstripes puddles where the gaps are not only
different in different portions of the k-space, but also in different portions of the real space.
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